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INTRODUCTION

The Model 230A is a tuned RF Amplifier that delivers 4.5 watts of output power over a frequency range from 10 to 500 MHz.

At first glance, the application of an RF Power Amplifier appears limited or obvious. While there are obvious uses, there are many applications which are not apparent. It is the purpose of this note to enumerate and discuss applications using both high and low levels. The specific requirements for the tests to be described are as many as as varied as the systems involved. For this reason, this note will be limited to a general description and/or example of each test. Detailed information on radio receiver tests and radio frequency interference (RFI) testing is given in the references at the end of this note.

SIGNAL SOURCE REQUIREMENTS

Virtually any signal source, within the frequency range of the 230A, may be used to drive the amplifier. The obvious sources are signal generators such as the 608E and 3200B, the 202 series FM-AM generators, and the 211A and 232A Navigation Aid signal generators. Not so obvious, but nevertheless convenient signal sources, are the 260A Q Meter, the 250A RX Meter, crystal oscillators, frequency synthesizers, etc.

AMPLIFIER, RECEIVER, AND SYSTEM TESTING

Amplifier, receiver, or system testing may take many forms. A few of these tests are:

1. Overload tests.
2. AGC characteristics.
3. Skirt selectivity.
4. Adjacent channel desensitization.
5. Cross modulation and intermodulation.

A typical setup for tests 1, 2, 3, and 6 is shown in Figure 1.

Overload Tests

Overload tests are made to determine the input level at which the output of the unit under test departs from a specified characteristic; i.e., linear, log-linear, etc., by a specified tolerance. Overload tests are usually made on circuits with active elements and are not restricted to the conventional superheterodyne receiver. Single frequency and broad-band amplifiers are also tested for overload.

The output of the unit under test may be the input signal amplified, or the demodulated output (AM, FM pulse, etc.), or a voltage or current proportional to input, (analog digital, dc, etc).

AGC Characteristic

AGC (automatic gain control) characteristics are measured or determined by measuring the relationship between RF input voltage and the dc voltage bias developed by the AGC detector. It is often desirable to determine the RF level which will override the AGC and cause blocking and/or distortion. This level is often much higher than 500,000 microvolts in well-designed systems. See Reference 1 for measurement details.

Skirt Selectivity

Skirt selectivity testing of a communications system requires that the performance of the frequency selective circuits be determined at a frequency considerably removed from the desired frequency, or on the "skirts" of the resonance curve, where attenuation is at a very high value. Typical values are 2 to 5 volts for attenuation figures of 80 to 120 db. In this test, one must be ever cautious of the possibility of overload occurring before the desired point on the skirt is reached. In AM systems, an increase in distortion indicates that overloading has taken place and limits the extent of the "skirt" measurement.

Adjacent Channel Desensitization Test

Most communication centers transmit on many channels simultaneously. Usually, a given receiver will be in contact with signals of less than 100 microvolts in strength, while one or more transmitters in the same room are operating at a frequency only a few channels from the receiver frequency. The receiver must not, therefore, be affected by strong signals in adjacent channels. It is for this reason that desensitization characteristics are specified by communication system designers, and the desensitization tests are made.

Desensitization tests are made by connecting the equipment as shown in Figure 2. Signal generator #1 is set to give a convenient metered detector level (sometimes specified for a given system). This is the "desired signal" on channel. Using signal generator #2 in conjunction with the 230A Power Ampli-
Cross Modulation and Intermodulation

Cross modulation and intermodulation tests are made on systems which are inherently very linear. Intermodulation tests are performed by supplying two or more signals to a system and measuring the resultant spurious products. For example, two 15-MHz signals, spaced 1 kHz apart, will produce a spectrum (Figure 3) which can be analyzed to determine the amount of intermodulation. Often these systems must be tested at high levels.

There are two approaches to this test, depending upon the amount of intermodulation expected. If the expected intermodulation is greater than 2%, a single 230A amplifier may be used, connected as shown in Figure 4.

Typical intermodulation performance data, taken with the 230A connected as in Figure 4, is given in the table in Figure 5. The test unit was replaced by a 50-ohm termination and measurements were made at 15 MHz.

The data in Figure 5 is indicative of the intermodulation present in the 230A Power Amplifier,
and expresses its limits for given output levels. Column "V_i/V_j" shows the value of the rms amplitude of one signal with the other signal turned off. Column "V_T" shows the meter indication when both signals are applied. The "db" column indicates the level of the highest spurious signal produced. It is the "db" column which is most significant. For instance, a figure of 46 db is typical of a 0.5% products; consequently, system intermodulation products of less than this figure will have little or no significance. Actually, any detected change in the spurious output, when using a passive linear termination, indicates a departure from linearity or phase shift. However, evaluation of absolute value is impractical.

There is another approach to the measurement of small amounts of intermodulation which extends this measurement another order of magnitude. The connections for this technique are shown in Figure 6. (The 230A meter switch is set to the "off" position for this application.) See Fig. 7 for spectrum displays.

This system virtually eliminates the intermodulation products present or generated in the driver stages of the 230A Power Amplifier. It also reduces the nonlinear effects of the dynamic plate resistance of the output stage by loading it with considerable linear, passive resistance. It is estimated that a 10-db coupling attenuator will be a good factor for V_i/V_j values of 1 to 3 volts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V_i/V_j</th>
<th>V_T</th>
<th>db</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 V</td>
<td>1.7 V</td>
<td>-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 V</td>
<td>3.5 V</td>
<td>-46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 V</td>
<td>5.6 V</td>
<td>-33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 V</td>
<td>8.7 V</td>
<td>-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 V</td>
<td>11.6 V</td>
<td>-22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Typical Intermodulation Present 230A

Figure 6. Connections for Checking Small Amounts of Intermodulation

Input to Power Divider: 3 volts
Output to Load: 1.5 volts
Horizontal Display: 100 kHz/cm
Intermodulation: greater than -50 db

Input to Power Divider: 10 volts
Output to Load: 5 volts
Horizontal Display: 100 kHz/cm
Intermodulation: -35 db

Figure 7. Spectrum Displays, Intermodulation
For cross modulation tests, two signals are required connected as shown in Figure 6. Signal generator #1 is set to a prescribed RF level (E_1 and percent modulation) depending upon the system being tested. The demodulated output is noted. Signal generator #2 and the 230A Power Amplifier are then connected and set on an adjacent channel in accordance with the specific test to be made. Signal generator #2 is modulated in the same manner as signal generator #1, which is now set for CW or unmodulated operation. The output (E_2) from the 230A is increased until the demodulated output equals that noted previously.

The cross modulation performance may then be calculated as follows: \[ C_m = 20 \log \frac{E_2}{E_1} \]

It should be observed that the demodulated output falls off when E_1 only is removed.

**Image and IF Rejection Tests**

Using the 230A Power Amplifier, IF rejection tests are made on receivers where this rejection is extremely high (in the order of 100 db or more). The image frequency (F_1) is that frequency which is twice the intermediate frequency (IF) away from the desired signal frequency (F_0), in the same direction as the local oscillator (F_o). See Figure 8.

IF rejection is made at the intermediate frequency by driving into the receiver front end. This attenuation level is usually much higher than image rejection, so that even less sophisticated receivers may require use of the 230A Power Amplifier.

In AM systems, an increase in distortion indicates that overloading has taken place.

Power is then connected to the standard wattmeter, and then to the wattmeter to be calibrated. Up to 9 watts of power is available for short periods for this application. Higher than specified input levels are necessary, however, and the instrument must be properly terminated.

**RF VOLTMETER CALIBRATION**

The procedure for RF voltmeter calibration is somewhat different than for wattmeter calibration, since the voltmeter is usually a relatively high impedance device. The National Bureau of Standards has developed an A-T (Attenuator-Thermocouple) type standard RF voltmeter which may be used for this application. This instrument is a standard for RF voltages from 1 to 300 volts at 10 to 1000 MHz. The output voltage of the 230A is a function of loading and can be increased many fold over the 50-ohm value. Experiments to date, using line stretchers, stub tuners, and resonant transformers, indicate that voltages from 60 to 100 volts may be developed for voltmeter calibration and applications requiring large signal levels. Once again, however, the amplifier must be properly terminated.

**COMPONENT TESTING**

Component testing usually takes the form of a breakdown or parameter change which can be checked after subjecting the component to higher voltage or power stresses than are normally encountered in standard tests. Chokes, resistors, and capacitors are examples of such passive components. For example, in an actual test, a small 7.5 \( \mu \text{H} \) choke subjected to 100 volts RF at 20 MHz, exhibited no change in Q or L after testing. It would be safe to conclude, therefore, that these chokes could be used up to this level. This application could also be extended to active components.

Diode rectification efficiency can be determined with the setup shown in Figure 9. The gain of power transistor circuits can be determined in a similar fashion, since the voltages are measurable with existing RF voltmeters. Circuits requiring high voltages, such as discriminators, limiters, power amplifiers, etc., may be supplied by the 230A. This is sometimes called "down-stage" testing.
HIGH LEVEL DRIVER

As a high level driver, the 230A can be used to power bridges and slotted lines to improve the resolution and accuracy of these measurements. Computers that require high-level signal sources for synchronizing purposes, at moderately high frequencies, may also be driven by the 230A Power Amplifier.

ANTENNA TESTING

The 230A is capable of supplying moderate power for antenna measurements, while, at the same time, providing relatively small leakage from the Power Amplifier itself. This feature permits two antennas to be closer together, thereby shortening the range required.

ATTENUATION MEASUREMENTS

Using the 230A Power Amplifier and an RF millivolt meter, attenuation measurements can be made in the order of 80 dB. The 230A provides an additional 28 to 40 dB of gain or signal level (assuming the circuit being measured will permit the high voltage) to add to the existing measuring system in the field of attenuation measurements. Filters, long transmission lines, etc., can be tested in this manner.

Certain of these applications are susceptible to the absolute values of the source or load impedance. Where these impedances are critical, matching pads, attenuators, stub tuners or tunable networks may be employed to accomplish the necessary proper match for the application.

FREQUENCY MULTIPLYING

A number of approaches to this application are possible. First, it is possible to amplify the harmonics present in the input signal. The output under these conditions is in the order of 0.2 to 0.5 volts, with 0.2 volts of fundamental input. Another approach is to use a semiconductor harmonic generator to augment the harmonics present in the input signal. This technique yields several volts output, depending upon the input levels available. See Figure 10 for spectrum display. If sufficient input is available, the 230A input stage may be overdriven and the attendant distortion will produce higher harmonic levels. Approximately 1 to 2 volts may be expected for inputs of the order of 1 volt. A crystal frequency synthesizer output may be multiplied as many as ten times, extending the usefulness of these units to the UHF range.

RADIO INTERFERENCE TESTING

Other applications of the 230A Power Amplifier are found in the Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) field of measurements.
output, and the attenuator set to give a convenient meter reading on the receiving equipment. Alternatively, the receiving equipment can be set to high sensitivity and the signal generator level adjusted to produce a convenient meter reading. The receiving antenna is then moved inside the screen room and placed within a few inches of the wall being tested. With full output from the 230A, the receiving antenna is used as a probe, along the seams, etc., and the point of maximum leakage is determined. The appropriate attenuator setting is read as the shielding attenuation figure. The procedure is repeated for the other walls of the screen room.

A paper was given at the 1961 IRE Convention in New York which described another approach for measuring shielding performance at critical frequencies. One of these frequencies is the frequency at which the screen room is resonant \( f_r \); usually between 50 and 200 MHz. The frequency \( f_r \) can be readily detected using a grid-dip meter technique. The procedure, described in the IRE paper, for making the attenuation measurement is basically the same as previously described except that the measurement is made at the center of the screen room.

Other RFI Applications

Other RFI applications include powering of probes, loops, etc., for the testing of filters, shielded cables, and small compartments. It is also possible to conduct "Standard Susceptibility to Radiation Tests." The output of the 230A Power Amplifier is sufficient to set up standard field intensities of greater than 1 volt per meter throughout most of the frequency range.

Pulse Operation

It has been found that if enough drive is available, the 230A may produce as much as 16 watts peak with duty cycles of 0.25 or less at some frequencies. The rise time of the pulse \( t_r \) will be limited by the bandwidth at the frequency of operation. Typical values may be calculated using the equation:

\[
t_r = \frac{0.707}{f} \text{ microsecond}
\]

\( f \) MHz is the bandwidth at the 3 dB points.

and the bandwidth data in Figure 12.

REMOTE SYSTEM CHECKING USING RADIATED SIGNALS

How often does a piece of equipment operate normally on the bench, but not in its normal location? Or, on many occasions, an intermittent develops between the bench test and installation or reinstallation of the equipment. These conditions exist both for original installation of the equipment by the manufacturers of the system as well as for reinstallation at maintenance facilities. In other words, a final "on board" test is always desirable. This is especially true where public safety is involved. The need for these tests has been recognized by the Federal Communications Commission and the Federal Aviation Agency and frequencies have been allocated and test conditions specified for various purposes.

The 230A provides a solution to testing a remotely mounted system with laboratory type test equipment located in the lab.

In most instances, this will involve the testing of some type of mobile system, where a bench test has already verified proper performance and it is desirable to make a final operational test after final installation, or to determine if a bench test is necessary.

![Figure 12. Typical Bandwidth vs. Frequency Curves for the 230A](image)
Examples of these systems are:

2. Marker Beacon and Voice Communications for Aircraft.
3. Marine Communications and Vehicular Communications.
4. Telemetry and Communications Systems.

The basic method is to use a short whip antenna connected to the 230A amplifier which in turn is driven by the specific test equipment required in the laboratory for the equivalent test. (See Figure 13.) For example, the 232A Glide Slope Signal Generator may be used to simulate glide path indications; or the 211A plus the necessary modulators will produce localizer "on" and "off" course indications or visual omni range simulation to produce a check on bearing indications. The 211A-230A combination can also be used to check out the communications channels on aircraft by using a 400 or 1000 Hz tone modulator.

![Diagram of 230A Power Amplifier and Signal Generator](image)

**Figure 13. Using Radiated Signals**

The antenna should be located just high enough to clear local vehicular obstacles, but low enough to reduce possibilities of interference with local services. The size of the antenna and power delivered is a function of the actual location and specific application. Generally, for this frequency range, a whip antenna approximately one meter in length is adequate. Vertical polarization is generally desirable to minimize radiation in the vertical plane. The field intensity decreases as a function of the cosine of the angle.

Power input to the antenna should be limited to approximately 6 db above the minimum value required by a properly operating system. This is usually indicated by a flag or light incorporated in the system. The voltage, as indicated on the 230A, should also be kept below 3 volts. Excessive input to the 230A amplifier will result in envelope distortion and usually yield a false indication for the system test. The system will give a "flag up" or malfunction indication.

**SENSITIVITY MEASUREMENTS USING STANDARD FIELDS**

If the system sensitivity can be expressed in terms of field intensity, that is, microvolts per meter, the required field intensity can be set up as follows:

For vertical antenna whose height is .1 wavelength or less:

\[
E = \frac{60 \times 10^6}{d} \times \frac{h}{\lambda} \times I_a
\]

For vertical antenna whose height is .5 wavelength:

\[
E = \frac{60 \times 10^6}{d} \times I_a
\]

\[
E = \text{field intensity in microvolts per meter.}
\]

\[
d = \text{distance from transmitting antenna to receiving antenna in meters.}
\]

\[
h = \text{height or length of antenna in meters.}
\]

\[
\lambda = \text{wavelength of signal in meters.}
\]

\[
I_a = \text{RF current in antenna in amperes, as measured by an RF ammeter.}
\]

**NOTE 1:** \[
I_a = \frac{V}{Z}
\]

\[
V = \text{RMS voltage across antenna terminals.}
\]

\[
(Z) = \text{antenna impedance, if known or measurable.}
\]

**NOTE 2:** These equations apply to free space conditions, no buildings, etc.

The potential frequency range of this application is the entire spectrum of the 230A Power Amplifier, 10 to 500 MHz, subject to the rules and regulations of the FCC and FAA. (In some instances, there may be allocations for Test Stations, such as Flight Test Stations.)* Potential fields of application are manufacturers of aircraft equipment and major components, manufacturers of mobile equipment with radio frequency installations, and service facilities.

**Rules and Regulations**

These tests should not be made without consulting the local Federal Communications Office. The street addresses can be found in local directories under United States Government.

For the aviation services, the local office of the Federal Aviation Office should also be consulted.
LOW-LEVEL APPLICATIONS

The normal applications of the 230A Power Amplifier have been discussed under High-Level Applications.

Because of the choice of amplifier tubes, the noise figure of this new versatile amplifier is in the order of 6 to 8 db. Further, for most of the range, the noise figure is closer to 6 db. This feature opens another field of application — Low-Level Measurements. It is the purpose of this section to discuss the many ways this power amplifier can be utilized in low-level work.

TUNED MICROVOLTMETER

One of the most useful applications is the wedding of the 230A with the HP RF Millivoltmeter or 3406A broad-band Sampling Voltmeter. The voltmeter is connected as shown in Fig. 14, without a termination, but driving into the high-impedance probe. Stub tuning at the output may improve the gain and VSWR at some frequencies. Under these conditions, the 230A will provide approximately 40 db of gain. The result is that full-scale maximum sensitivity (which is normally 1 mv for the 3406A) is now approximately 10 µv. This configuration can be used to detect leakage and for harmonic analysis, using substitution to determine the gain at the frequency of operation. In this application, it is possible to measure approximately 80 db of insertion loss with a 1-volt source voltage. 5

"ON THE AIR" MEASUREMENTS

This application is especially useful when it is desirable to make transmitter measurements, without interrupting transmission, when direct connection to the transmission line is not desirable, or when the output of the transmitter is too low for normal measurements. In cases where direct connections are not made, an antenna may be substituted and remote measurements made from a distance up to several miles, depending upon the radiated power. (See Fig. 15.)

There are some precautions which should be taken in this application.
1. The effects of noise and modulation should be considered.
2. For AM signals, the negative modulation peak must not go below the triggering level.
3. For FM, the period must be sufficiently long for good averaging.
4. Even-order distortion, or carrier shift under modulation will be observed.
5. The absolute value of the peak noise voltage must be less than the triggering uncertainty, or hysteresis value.
6. The measurement must be made in the absence of interfering signals to the extent of the above noise limitation.

Figure 14. Tuned Microvoltmeter Setup with Stub Tuning

Tuned Preamplifier for Spectrum Analysis

In spectrum surveillance applications, where more sensitivity and selectivity are required, the 230A can be used in conjunction with the 851B/8551 Spectrum Analyzer. This system provides a minimum of 24 db of gain and as much as 30 db at some frequencies. Bandwidths are adequate for surveillance of most FM and AM signals within its frequency range. Typical bandwidth versus frequency characteristics are shown in Figure 12.

PREAMPLIFIER FOR FREQUENCY COUNTERS

When used in combination with the HP 5245L and 524 series counters with appropriate converters, the 230A Power Amplifier can make direct counter measurements possible with signal levels approximately 30 to 40 db below normal counter requirements.

Figure 15. Setup for Remote Frequency Monitoring
RF LEAKAGE DETECTION

In the design of RF equipment, it is often necessary to detect very small signals, much less than 1 μV, usually picked up on a standard loop. When the frequencies involved get above 30 MHz, it is quite common to use a good communication receiver as an IF amplifier and precede it with a broad-band mixer. Normally, the insertion loss of the mixer will degrade the 10 dB signal-to-noise ratio to approximately 10 to 20 μV. Adding the 230A Power Amplifier, as shown in Figure 16, will improve this figure to .2 to .5 μV for the same bandwidth of approximately 10 kHz.

RECEIVER DESIGN

In the early stages of receiver design, the 230A Power Amplifier has numerous applications:

1. In the development of the IF amplifier stages, the 230A can serve as a temporary front end or RF preselector.

2. It can be used to provide high levels for limiters and detectors at IF frequencies above 10 MHz.

3. It can be used to increase the output of a signal generator to determine proper mixing levels, thereby optimizing mixer gain and noise figure.

Low-Level Amplifier

As a low-level amplifier, the 230A can be used to amplify small signals, such as a crystal spectrum at a given frequency, for frequency drift measurements.
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Cable: TELESTATION Istanbul

UNITED KINGDOM
Hewlett-Packard Ltd.
224 Bath Road
Slough, Bucks,
Tel: Slough 28406-9, 29486-9
Cable: HWPIE Slough

YUGOSLAVIA
Belram S.A.
83 avenue des Mimosas
Brussels 15, Belgium
Tel: 35 29 58
Cable: BELRAME Brussels

FOR AREAS NOT LISTED, CONTACT: Hewlett-Packard S.A.; 54 Route des Acacias; Geneva, Switzerland; Tel: (022) 42 81 50; Telex: 2.2486; Cable: HEWPACKAG Geneva